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ABSTRACT

A method for continuous casting and rolling at increased

casting speed followed by hot rolling of relatively thin metal

strand, especially steel strand where presetting of

target temperatures of the hot strip reduces

temperature losses in the hot strip by increasing the

temperatures of the work rolls at a predetermined rate of

increase, starting from a low initial temperature and by

adjusting the strip temperature (15) to a target rolling

temperature of the hot strip and/or by automatically

controlling or regulating the intensity of the roll cooling

(18)



TRANSLATION (HM-778PCT):

METHOD FOR CONTINUOUS CASTING AND ROLLING AT INCREASED
CASTING SPEED FOLLOWED BY HOT ROLLING OF RELATIVELY
THIN METAL STRANDS, ESPECIALLY STEEL STRANDS, AND

A CONTINUOUS CASTING AND ROLLING INSTALLATION

The invention concerns a method for continuous casting

and rolling at increased casting speed followed by hot rolling

of relatively thin metal strands, especially steel strands,

into thin, hot-rolled strip in a multiple-stand hot-strip

finishing train with automatic control of the temperatures of

the work rolls, and a continuous casting and rolling

installation for carrying out this method.

Rolling at (high) casting speeds, the coupling of a

continuous casting plant and a hot-strip finishing train,

leads to relatively low conveying speeds within the hot-strip

finishing train downstream of the continuous casting plant.

Despite high initial temperatures about 1,2500 a

required final rolling temperature of more than 8500 C cannot

be maintained under ordinary conditions due to temperature

losses to the environment and to the work rolls. Large

amounts of energy are transferred to the work rolls.

The aforesaid ordinary conditions exist, for example, in

a continuous casting plant that allows high casting speeds and

provides high initial temperatures for the hot-strip finishing

train.



It is also well known (DE 198 30 034 Al) that the

temperature of the work rolls can be automatically controlled

with cross-field inductors and the use of a computer model

that incorporates strip width, material values, draft per

pass, rolling speed, rolling temperatures, and roll cooling.

However, the result is used for automatic control of the

temperatures in the peripheral regions to be adjusted in the

work rolls and the rolled strip.

It is also known (EP 0 415 987 B2) that so-called thin

slabs (cast strands about 50 mm thick) can be inductively

heated again in individual rolling steps before and within the

finishing train, which requires a large amount of electric

power.

It has also already been proposed that the diameters of

the work rolls be reduced to reduce the heat flux into the

rolls.

The objective of the invention is to reduce temperature

loss in the hot strip within the hot-strip finishing train

during continuous casting and rolling, so that the target

rolling temperature at the end of the rolling process can be

adjusted more exactly and especially higher.

In accordance with the invention, this objective is

achieved by a method for continuous casting and rolling, which

is characterized by the fact that at casting speeds of about 4



m/minute to 12 m/minute and taking into account relatively

thin thicknesses of the cast strand, the rolling speeds are

adjusted, where the temperatures of the work rolls are

increased at a predetermined rate of increase, starting from a

low initial temperature, and the strip temperature within the

hot-strip finishing train is adjusted to a target rolling

temperature of the hot strip and/or by automatically

controlling or regulating the intensity of the roll cooling.

In this way, the heat loss is minimized during continuous

rolling (and coupling of the casting and rolling processes),

and the rolling can be achieved with high work roll

temperatures for all of the rolling stands of a hot-strip

finishing train. The heat for heating the work rolls can be

derived from the process heat. In this regard, the roll

cooling is adjusted as a function of external boundary

conditions in such a way that the work roll slowly reaches the

target temperature (of about 400 0C) at the predetermined rate

of increase and is near the tempering temperature of the roll

material. Coupling of the casting and rolling process occurs,

for example, at casting speeds of 4-12 m/minute and customary

casting thicknesses of 20-90 mm and at rolling speeds of about

0.3-18 m/second.

In a modification of the method, for given pass program

data, a target temperature is adjusted which is below the
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tempering temperature of the roll material of the work

rolls.
0 z In a modification of the method, a maximum roll

temperature is adjusted by applying a predetermined amount

of cooling water to the work rolls, and the strip speed is

Sadjusted. These measures make it possible to achieve the

predetermined target temperature of the strip.

It is advantageous to adjust the temperature

O difference between the core of the work roll and theIND
surface of the work roll in such a way that acceptable

stresses in the work roll are not exceeded.

In addition, stress monitoring can be carried out

within the work roll both in the radial and in the axial

direction on the basis of a calculated temperature and

stress field.

In accordance with optional features of the

invention, the stress monitoring is controlled by an

online computer model.

Furthermore, before being used, the work roll can be

preheated to an initial temperature. At a preheated

temperature of 2000 C, the steady state is reached faster

and/or the stress level in the rolls is lower.

In accordance with optional features of the

invention, the work rolls are operated with strip

temperatures elevated relative to the intended temperature

level. Strip heat losses can be systematically

compensated in this way.

A practical method is to preheat the work roll in an

induction field with rotation. This results in locally

limited and systematic heating, depending on the mass

distribution of the work roll.

In an improvement of the process sequence, the

inductive heating of the surface of the work roll is
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Sundertaken on the run-in side of a rolling stand. This

increases the work roll contact temperature in the roll
Oz gap and minimizes the heat loss of the strip inside the

roll gap. The desired effect is already obtained before a

high core temperature is reached.

It is further proposed that the inductive heating of

a work roll varies over the barrel length.

1 In accordance with optional features for improving

O the process sequence, the work roll is preheated in the

induction field inside the hot-strip finishing train or

before the installation next to the hot-strip finishing

train.

In a measure that requires special mention, in

addition to the intensity of the roll cooling and/or the

intensity of the inductive heating, the structure of the

rolling program is used as a controlled variable during

the start-up process.

The boundary conditions for reducing the loss of

strip temperature are further improved by operating the

descaling unit with a minimal amount of water, especially

by operating only a single row of descaling sprayers.

Another approach to adjusting the cooling effect

consists

N \Melbourne\Caeea\Patent\7100-71999\P71993.AU\Speci\P7199.AU amendmente.doc 11/11/06



in automatically controlling the cooling intensity of the work

roll cooling by finely metered coolant and/or spray.

In addition, it may be provided that only some of the

rolling stands of the hot-strip finishing train are operated

with elevated temperatures of their work rolls.

Furthermore, the effect of a higher roll temperature and

the effect of expansion of the work rolls by work roll heat on

the shape of the strip near the strip edge can be compensated

by mechanical and/or thermal profile correcting elements.

The continuous casting and rolling installation requires

a previously known continuous casting installation and a hot-

strip finishing train, a heating device, and a cooling device

for the work rolls assigned to each rolling stand.

The development and refinement of the hot-strip finishing

train consist in the fact that the length of the work rolls is

adjusted to a temperature increase and that the work roll

bearings are cooled and are connected to a circulating oil

lubrication system or are lubricated by special grease. This

allows the temperature increases (rates of increase) to be

safely absorbed by the bearings.

Another measure for saving heating energy and increasing

the service life of the work rolls consists in grinding the

work rolls in a hot state.

In this connection, it is also advantageous for the work
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0 rolls to be made of heat-resistant and wear-resistant
(N

materials.
O

Z The higher temperatures of the work rolls can also be

taken into account by providing HIP (hot isostatic

pressing) rolls for the rolling stands of the hot-strip

Sfinishing train.

SIn accordance with optional features, an online

computer model incorporates a work roll temperature model

based on the measured work roll surface temperatures, the

initial temperature of the work roll, and the physical

properties of the work roll.

As supplementary features, the work roll temperature

model also takes into account the maximum mean roll

surface temperature, the maximum allowable temperature

difference between the work roll core and the work roll

surface, and the maximum allowable stress in the work

roll.

Another measure for counteracting high temperature

loss of the hot strip consists in installing roller table

covers between the rolling stands.

Improved suppression of scaling or oxide coating

control of the hot strip and work roll is achieved by

providing inert gas supply lines between the front rolling

stands under the roller table covers.

In another embodiment of the invention, the pass

program parameters include at least the rolling force, the

run-in and
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runout thickness, the rolling speed, the strip temperature,

the thickness of the layer of scale, and the strip material.

To this end, the thickness decrease in the pass program

is shifted to the rear region of the hot-strip finishing

train.

Other measures that are useful for the process result

from the fact that a minimum runout thickness is limited to a

fixed value.

The following data for a typical process and a typical

continuous strip finishing train are provided as an example:

a hot-strip finishing train with about seven rolling stands

for a cast strand thickness of H 50-90 mm and a minimum

runout thickness of 0.6 to 1.2 mm.

Specific embodiments of the method are illustrated in the

figures and explained in detail below.

Figure 1 is a graph of the work roll temperature as a

function of time, which shows curves without work roll cooling

and with conventional work roll cooling.

Figure 2 is the same graph for reduced work roll

cooling for the purpose of establishing systematically

elevated work roll temperatures.

Figure 3 is a block diagram of the systematic

structure of the work roll temperature model.

Figure 4 shows the hot-strip finishing train and the



strip temperature curve through the hot-strip finishing train

at different work roll temperature levels.

Figure 5 is a graph of the amount of work roll cooling

water as a function of time.

In a conventional hot-strip finishing train 3 for metal

strip 1, especially steel strip, the strip is rolled in a

discontinuous thin-strip production operation, for example,

for about 180 seconds, followed by a rolling pause of about 

seconds. During the rolling phase, a mean work roll surface

temperature 19 of about 120 0C develops, and during the rolling

pause the surface is cooled back down practically to the

temperature of the cooling water. After a large number of

hot-rolled strips 2, roll temperatures of about 900C can be

measured at the end of the rolling program.

When the continuous casting plant and the hot-strip

finishing train 3 are directly connected, a strip temperature

loss develops during the continuous rolling in the hot-strip

finishing train 3 and must be minimized by suitable measures.

For this reasons, rolling with higher work roll temperatures

for all or some of the rolling stands 3a...3n is proposed.

The graph in Figure 1 (work roll temperature over time)

chiefly shows the change in the mean surface temperature 19

and the core temperature 20 of the work rolls 4 without work

roll cooling 18. The curves in the lower part of the graph



show how the core temperature 20 (of, 200 C) approaches

the mean surface temperature 19 (of, 1200 C) with the

conventional work roll cooling 21 of the type customarily used

in rolling mills. It is apparent that, with increasing

operating time, the core temperature 20 approaches the mean

surface temperature 19 under otherwise unchanged rolling

conditions and then remains approximately equal to it.

Accordingly, the goal is to meter the roll cooling as a

function of external boundary conditions in such a way that

the work roll 4 reaches the target temperature 6 in Figure 2

of about 4000C at a predetermined rate of increase and is

below the tempering temperature of the roll material. In this

connection, the temperature field within the work roll 4 or

the temperature difference between the roll core 4a and the

roll surface 4b must be adjusted in such a way that allowable

stresses in the work roll 4 are not exceeded. This procedure

applies to the radial as well as the axial direction. The

online computer model in Figure 3 is used for this purpose.

By contrast, the broken curve in Figure 2 shows work roll

cooling 22 reduced in accordance with the invention at an

elevated mean surface temperature 19a for the purpose of

adjusting systematically elevated work roll temperatures in a

preheated work roll 4 to an initial temperature 5 of, for

example, 200 0 C, initially a temperature difference 23 from the



core temperature 20. The hotter work roll 4 thus prevents an

undesirable reduction of the strip temperature 15 as a result

of the mean surface temperature 19a of, for example, 4000C.

Figure 3 shows the basic features of the online computer

model 7. In the work roll temperature model 9, the work roll

temperatures, the amounts of roll cooling water, and the

stresses in the work roll 4 are calculated. At least the

following parameters enter into the calculation: a maximum

mean surface temperature 19, a maximum allowable temperature

difference 23 between the core and the surface, and maximum

allowable stress values 24 in the work roll 4.

The following pass program parameters are used: the

rolling force 12, the run-in and runout thickness 13, the

rolling speed 14, the strip temperature 15, the thickness of

the layer of scale 16, and the strip material 17 itself.

Figure 4 shows as an example a hot-strip finishing train

3 and the course of the strip temperature 15 for different

boundary conditions. A descaling unit 25, which preferably

has a single row of descaling sprayers, is located upstream of

the finishing train 3. If all of the rolling stands 3a...3n

are operated at an elevated work roll temperature, at

400 0 C in F1 to F7, this has a positive effect on the local

strip temperature 15. In the example illustrated here, an

initial temperature 5 of 1,1800 C downstream of the descaling



unit 25 and a target temperature 6 of 910 0 C can then be

achieved. When customary work roll temperatures are used, an

unacceptably low strip temperature 15 of, for example, 805 0 C,

becomes established, as indicated by the broken curve in

Figure 4.

Provision is made to heat or preheat the work roll 4 in

an induction field 8a. This device is shown in Figure 4 only

on the run-in side of the rolling stand Fl. However, the

installation of a heating device for all of the rolling stands

3a...3n is advantageous and feasible.

The intensity of the inductive heating 8a of the work

roll 4 can also be variably preset over the length of the

roll.

The process or behavior of the amount of work roll

cooling water 26 is shown in Figure 5. Compared to a "normal"

amount of cooling water, in this process a smaller amount is

usually used at the beginning of the illustrated continuous

rolling process, and this smaller initial amount is then

further reduced towards a set amount preset by the online

computer model 7 as the core temperature 20 of the roll

increases.

The method described above for reducing the heat

dissipation from the work rolls 4 is not limited to the

illustrated application of continuous rolling with relatively
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0 long rolling times and low rolling speeds. The method can

also be used in conventional single-stand or multiple-
Oz stand hot-strip rolling mills.

For temperature-sensitive materials, at relatively

high roll temperature the roll contact produces a smaller

Samount of undercooling of the strip surface. This results

in the development of homogeneous properties within the

i strip, over the strip thickness.

It is to be understood that, if any prior art

publication is referred to herein, such reference does not

constitute an admission that the publication forms a part

of the common general knowledge in the art, in Australia

or any other country.
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List of Reference Numbers

1 metal strand, especially steel strand

2 thin hot strip

3 hot-strip finishing train

3a...3n rolling stands

4 work roll

4a work roll core

4b work roll surface

initial temperature

6 target rolling temperature

7 online computer model

8 heating device

8a induction field

9 work roll temperature model

work roll surface temperature

11 pass program parameters

12 rolling force

13 run-in and runout thickness

14 rolling speed

strip temperature

16 scale layer thickness

17 strip material

18 work roll cooling

19 mean surface temperature



19a elevated mean surface temperature

core temperature

21 conventional work roll cooling

22 reduced work roll cooling

23 initial temperature difference

24 maximum allowable stress values in the work roll

descaling unit

26 curve of the amount of work roll cooling water
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QTHE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

0 z i. A method for continuous casting and rolling at

increased casting speed followed by hot rolling of

relatively thin metal strands, especially steel strands,

Cc at relatively low strip speed, into thin, hot-rolled strip

in a multiple-stand hot-strip finishing train with

automatic control of the temperatures of the work rolls,

\O wherein, at casting speeds of about 4 m/minute to 12

m/minute and taking into account the relatively thin

thicknesses of the cast strand, the rolling speeds are

adjusted, where the temperatures of the work rolls are

increased at a predetermined rate of increase, starting

from a low initial temperature, and the strip temperature

within the hot-strip finishing train is adjusted to a

target rolling temperature of the hot strip and/or by

automatically controlling or regulating the intensity of

the roll cooling.

2. A method in accordance with Claim 1, wherein, for

given pass program data, a target temperature is adjusted

which is below the tempering temperature of the roll

material of the work rolls.

3. A method in accordance with Claim 1 or Claim 2,

wherein a maximum roll temperature is adjusted by applying

a predetermined amount of cooling water to the work rolls,

and the strip speed is adjusted, in order to achieve the

predetermined target temperature of the strip.

4. A method in accordance with Claim 1, wherein the

temperature difference between the work roll core and the

work roll surface is adjusted in such a way that

N\Melbourne\Caese\Patent\71C00-71999\P71993.AU\Speci\P71993AU anendmente.doc 11/11/O
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0 acceptable stresses in the work roll are not exceeded.

Oz 5. A method in accordance with Claim 4, wherein

stress monitoring is carried out within the work roll both

in the radial and in the axial direction on the basis of a

calculated temperature and stress field.

6. A method in accordance with Claim 4 and Claim 

MO wherein the stress monitoring is controlled by an online

computer model.

7. A method in accordance with any of Claims 1 to 6,

wherein, before being used, the work roll is preheated to

an initial temperature.

8. A method in accordance with any of Claims 1 to 7,

wherein the work rolls are operated with strip

temperatures elevated relative to the intended temperature

level.

9. A method in accordance with Claim 5 or Claim 6,

wherein the work roll is preheated in an induction field

with rotation.

10. A method in accordance with Claim 9, wherein the

inductive heating of the work roll surface is undertaken

on the run-in side of a rolling stand.

11. A method in accordance with Claim 9 and Claim

10, wherein the inductive heating of a work roll varies

over the barrel length.

N\Melbourne\Cases\Paten\710OO-71999\P71993.AU\Specis\P71993.AU amendments.doc 11/11/08
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0 12. A method in accordance with Claim 9, wherein the

work roll is preheated in the induction field inside the
Oz hot-strip finishing train or before the installation next

to the hot-strip finishing train.

13. A method in accordance with any of Claims 1 to

9, wherein, in addition to the intensity of the roll

cooling and/or the intensity of the inductive heating, the

MO structure of the rolling program is used as a controlled

variable during the start-up process.

14. A method in accordance with Claims 1 to 9,

wherein the descaling unit is operated with a minimal

amount of water, especially by operating only a single row

of descaling sprayers.

A method in accordance with any of Claims 1 to

9, wherein the cooling intensity of the work roll cooling

is automatically controlled by finely metered coolant

and/or spray.

16. A method in accordance with any of Claims 1 to

3, wherein only some of the rolling stands of the hot-

strip finishing train are operated with elevated

temperatures of their work rolls.

17. A method in accordance with any of Claims 1 to

16, wherein the effect of a higher roll temperature and

the effect of expansion of the work rolls by work roll

heat on the shape of the strip near the strip edge is

compensated by mechanical and/or thermal profile

correcting elements.

N.\Melbourne\Caeea\Paten\71000-71999\P71993.AU\Specis\P71993.AU amendmente.doc 11/1/08
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18. A continuous casting and rolling installation

with a continuous casting installation and a hot-strip
0 z finishing train, a heating device, and a cooling device

for the work rolls assigned to each rolling stand, wherein

the length of the work rolls is adjusted to a temperature

increase and that the work roll bearings are cooled and

are connected to a circulating oil lubrication system or

C are lubricated by special grease.

IND
19. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claim 18, wherein the work rolls are

ground in a hot state.

A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claim 18 and Claim 19, wherein the work

rolls are made of heat-resistant and wear-resistant

materials.

21. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claim 20, wherein HIP (hot isostatic

pressing) rolls are provided for the rolling stands of the

hot-strip finishing train.

22. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claims 18 to 21, wherein an online

computer model incorporates a work roll temperature model

based on the measured work roll surface temperatures, the

initial temperature of the work roll, and the physical

properties of the work roll.

23. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claim 22, wherein the work roll

temperature model takes into account the maximum mean roll

N\Melbourne\Caea\Patent\?1000-71999\P71993.AU\Speci\P71993.AU amendments.doc 11/11/08
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0 surface temperature, the maximum allowable temperature
(N

difference between the work roll core and the work roll
Oz surface, and the maximum allowable stress in the work

roll.

24. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claims 18 to 23, wherein roller table

covers are installed between the rolling stands.

O

25. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claim 24, wherein inert gas supply lines

are provided between the front rolling stands under the

roller table covers.

26. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claims 17 to 22, wherein the pass program

parameters include at least the rolling force, the run-in

and runout thickness, the rolling speed, the strip

temperature, the thickness of the layer of scale, and the

strip material.

27. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claim 25, wherein the thickness decrease

in the pass program is shifted to the rear region of the

hot-strip finishing train.

28. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claim 1, wherein a minimum runout

thickness is limited to a fixed value.

29. A continuous casting and rolling installation in

accordance with Claims 18 to 28, wherein a hot-strip

finishing train is provided with about seven rolling

N,\Melbourne\Caaes\PaientL7100O-71999\P71993.AU\Speci5\P71993.AU amendents.doc 11/11/08
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0 stands for a cast strand thickness of H 50-90 mm and a
(N

minimum runout thickness of 0.6 to 1.2 mm.
O

A method for continuous casting and rolling at

increased casting speed followed by hot rolling of

relatively thin metal strands at relatively low strip

speed in a multiple-stand hot-strip finishing train with

automatic control of the temperature of the work rolls,

r  the method being substantially as hereinbefore described

with reference to the accompanying drawings.
(N

31. A continuous casting and rolling installation

substantially as hereinbefore described with reference to

the accompanying drawings.

N \Melbourne\Caes\Patent\71000-71999\P71993.AU\SpeCis\P71993.Al amendrents.doc 11/11/08



Figure 1.

KEY:

Arbeitswalzentemperatur work roll temperature

Zeit time

18 without work roll cooling

19 mean surface temperature

core temperature

21 with conventional work roll cooling

Figure 2.

KEY:

Arbeitswalzentemperatur work roll temperature

Zeit time

Starttemperatur wenn Walze vorgewarmt (Beispiel) starting

temperature when roll is preheated (example)

19a mean surface temperature

core temperature

22 reduced work roll cooling for the purpose of adjusting

systematically elevated work roll temperatures

23 temperature difference

Figure 3.



KEY:

9 Arbeitswalzen-Temperaturmodell: Errechnung der

Arbeitswalzentemperaturen, WalzenkUhlwassermengen

und Spannungen in der Arbeitswalze work roll

temperature model: calculation of the work roll

temperatures, amounts of roll cooling water, and stresses

in the work roll

measured work roll surface temperature

11 pass program parameters, e.g.:

12 rolling force

13 run-in and runout thickness

14 rolling speed

strip temperature

16 scale layer thickness

17 material

18 work roll cooling

19 maximum mean roll surface temperature

23 maximum allowable temperature difference between core and

surface

24 maximum allowable stresses in the work roll

Gerust i stand i

Wassermenge (oben) water amount (above)

Wassermenge (unten) water amount (below)

HEIN Hin



HAUS Hout

Band strip

Anfangstemperatur der Arbeitswalze initial temperature of

the work roll

Physikalische Eigenschaften der Arbeitswalze physical

properties of the work roll

Figure 4.

KEY:

strip temperature

19a rolls with elevated work roll temperature (4000C) at Fl-

F7

Walzen mit normaler Arbeitswalzentemperatur rolls with

normal work roll temperature

Figure 

KEY:

Arbeitswalzen-Wassermenge amount of work roll water

Normale Arbeitswalzen-Kahlwassermenge normal amount of work

roll cooling water

Reduzierte Arbeitswalzen-K~hlwassermenge zwecks Einstellung

gezielt erhbhter Arbeitswalzentemperaturen reduced



amount of work roll cooling water for the purpose of

adjusting systematically increased work roll temperatures

Zeit time
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